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HITCHIN BOYS’ SCHOOL OLD BOYS’ ASSOCIATION

(Formerly Hitchin Grammar School Old Boys’ Association)

ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER February 2006

General:

I would like to say a big thank you to Stuart Halsey who is responsible for the new format of the Newsletter, now Quarterly Bulletin. Stuart is newspaperman, among other things so he will be editing the bulleting from now on. I will simply be feeding him the information to put into it. So please continue to let me have any information about your self or other past members of the school.

I hope your have thought about or made arrangements for this year’s reunion on April 22nd. Details and the necessary forms to complete are included in this newsletter. Your committee is finalising the arrangements and hope you will be sending orders and cheques early so we can get a good idea of final numbers. The last four years have all been over 100 so we expect a similar figure this year. We shall use the main School Hall as the venue for the meal again with a few improvements that we have learned from last year’s staging. We have kept the price of tickets for the meal to cover the additional cost of using the main hall.

Lost Trails – Vick Harris(1936) has given me an address in France for his nephew David Howard (1957), and Barry Robinson met Adrian Baskerville’s mother in Luton so I am now in contact with another of my past pupils. I last met Adrian at an A level Biology examiners’ meeting some years ago. Apparently he is now deputy head of a school in North Yorkshire. Could I remind any Associate Members who joined in 2001 that they are now invited to take up an Ordinary or Term membership – a form to complete appears later in this newsletter.

A letter from Trevor Bartlett ‘ I was saddened to read in your last Quarterly Bulletin of the recent death of John Daniel. I remember Danny very well as an outstanding member of our early rugby team. As I write this letter I have a photographs of the 1st XV captained by John Bridges in 1957-58 and John Bardner in 1958-59 on my desk. Danny is there in both of them. He was physically very strong with a bit of a reputation as a tough guy. He was a natural open-side wing forward, no. 7 in today’s parlance. He was quick, a fearless tackler and quite formidable with the ball in his hands. I also have a photograph of the side, again captained by John Bardner, that won the Herts Schools Seven-a-Side tournament in 1959 (I think). Danny played in the centre in that team and the other members were Geoff Lilley, Bob Bardner, Brian Hull, Tony Else and Rob Varey. I remember also that Danny was a very good swimmer and one of the team of four that won the Herts Schools free-style relay in the late 1950’s.

Those were good years for me and I remember them with great affection – the colleagues in the staff room, the boys I taught (running up the drive to the old gym, the teams I coached and the games we played. I send greetings to John Daniel’s contemporaries and my sympathies, condolences and good wishes to his family and friends.’
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I have just heard from Mary Ireland that Neville (1950) had a stroke in early April last year and despite appearing to be making an excellent recovery collapsed after a heart attack five weeks later. Sadly it was not possible to resuscitate him. After leaving school Neville entered the surveying profession. He sent a contribution, which is included in the issue of the newsletter February 2003 and followed that by coming to the reunion dinner that year. Neville was a keen member of the school scout troop and enjoyed many happy camps with Stan Rainbow.

Keith Mosely died on January 2nd at the age of 75. He was diagnosed with cancer in October 2005. Keith taught maths at the school being appointed more times than could be counted. He went off flying and travelling to return and teach a bit more maths before his next trip. Keith was a stalwart member of Letchworth Hockey Club and played on to an age when most of us had gracefully given up.

Michael Whitmore (1961) One of the great supporters of the Association died last month. This is a tragic loss to his family and the whole community. The following eulogy was given by Michael Norris and the funeral service:

Michael was born in Luton and taken home to Stopsley where the family lived at the time. In 1946 the family moved to Minsden Farm in Preston and later to the Old Forge on the village green, where his father ran a garage business. Mick’s sister Gill tells me that Mick was a pageboy at her wedding when he was 7 years old and was dressed up in a kilt – there are photographs to prove it. When it came to celebrating her Ruby wedding Mick, typically, turned up wearing a kilt for the occasion- again there is photographic record. Mick and his parents later moved to Lavender Way, close to the cricket and hockey clubs and the parents later still to Cornwall, creating some logistics challenges.

He and I were close friends going back to the time that we started out at the Grammar School and as soon as he legally was able he acquired a NSU Quickly moped to transport himself from Preston to the bright lights of Hitchin. On one occasion he rode all 49 ccs of that Quickly (slowly) from Preston to Saffron Walden (some 30 miles each way) to see big sister Gill and perhaps an early assignation. We spent lots of time in our house playing games and talking late into the night with my 7 siblings and a few others; cards were a major pastime. Many of us were members of the Methodist Youth Club, although I regret to advise that our priorities were social rather than religious, and Mick revealed a talent for directing mini-stage productions, a mime of Charlie Drake’s hit recording of My Boomerang Won’t Come Back, with Tony Hull as Charlie and Mick as the Aborigine Chief, being a notable success. This theatrical whimsy briefly reappeared at some early Blueharts functions but later faded – to the general relief of his mates.

He did well academically at school and he was a prefect but Mick was notable as a great sportsman able to play football, rugby, cricket and hockey with equal skilled facility. I would say that he was the most talented sportsman of his generation at school and he captained the hockey and cricket elevens with considerable success. He was a major force in establishing a Blueharts colt’s team and those early responsibilities were a clear sign of exceptional leadership qualities. He soon made the transition to the Blueharts first eleven, Hitchin then Luton cricket teams, he later returned to Hitchin, and played minor counties cricket for Bedfordshire, hockey at county level for Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire, and hockey at international level for Wales.

Others with Mick’s sporting talent might have concentrated on their own sporting development but it is a mark of Mick’s sense of perspective and his character that he was able to combine sport with a busy job and an even busier social life. He appreciated the value of sport and never lost his enthusiasm for it: as a player he was always competitive; but he left it on the field. After the game the priority was people and the social side of things; it soon became clear that he put his contribution to the Blueharts before his own advancement in sport. In those days, there were no leagues to form the framework of the hockey fixture list. We played so-called friendlies and the glue that held it all together was the relationship between clubs. We traveled, throughout the East of England typically leaving Hitchin at midday for games in places like Ipswich, Norwich, Bury St Edmunds and so on – we’d play the games, have a few beers with the opposition, stop on the way home and make the pub just in time for a couple before closing time and then do the same again on Sunday – no wonder that our love lives were a bit slow. Mick and others forged strong friendships with our opponents so we got to know the likes of Harold Crystal, Mick Reed, Alan Hills, Roger Dennis, Colin Akers, Peter Ball, and many others often known just as “Shag”.

Mick knew that Blueharts would thrive through continuity and he helped to provide a bridge between the earlier generation, Peter Thomas, Geoff Grant, Colin Day, Tony Russell et al, our peer group and subsequent generations of club members. The legacy of his work for Blueharts is a continuing core of players of all aspirations and a healthy club. In harmony with these activities he was a strong supporter of the Hitchin Boys' School Old Boys' Association.
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Mick’s first jobs were with Esso Petroleum, 3m and a division of ICI before joining Xerox where he spent nearly all his working life and held a number of positions in sales, sales management, marketing and supplies in various offices in London and the Northern Home Counties. More of this later:

In the late-60’s trips to North London became a frequent occurrence and an interest in the Antipodes became evident. Carmel shared a flat in Highgate with Beth, Lynn and Carol and she soon became Mick’s number one priority. One thing followed another and Mick moved to Australia to marry Carmel and to continue making his name with Xerox. This was a defining time for him. He formed an affinity with Australia and made lasting friendships with a wide circle of friends. Over the years there have been many family trips back to Australia to see Carmel’s family, renew acquaintances, and to top up on a country, culture and lifestyle that he enjoyed and admired. He and Carmel moved back to Hitchin in the early-70’s, when he continued to work for Xerox and resumed his sporting links, concentrating now more on organisation and administration but still playing hockey. Soon to Mick’s great delight David (born in England but made in Australia) and Samantha arrived.

In 1991 Xerox set up the Concessionaire programme whereby entrepreneurs were recruited to set up their own independent businesses to sell Xerox products. Mick was one of the founders of the program in the UK and was responsible for a large business area covering much of the south Midlands and East Anglia extending into central London and true to form Mick set the standard his region becoming the benchmark for success in this newly created programme. He took the time to recruit the right people – he provided unstinting support and guidance, almost paternal at times, as each developed their, now “multi – million pound” businesses. He was a business manager in the true sense of the word – managing Xerox’s business through this new channel and helping these new entrepreneurs manage their own business. 

Mick’s success at this time was reflected in him winning Honours Club four times in seven years resulting in some wonderful trips for him and Carmel.

Mick, as with his hockey and cricket, was a great team man. He ensured that, in return for hard work, his team were well looked after. He liked to organise “off site” meetings – partly to ensure that there were no interruptions from other people in the office, but mainly so that he could reward his team with a good evening out. Meetings would be held conveniently close to the Pink Geranium in Melbourn, Redcoates and other first class restaurants around Hitchin. He had a knack, from which most of us present have benefited, of choosing some of the best wines.

A common theme emerges. He was very professional in all that he did, he was pragmatic, he was approachable, he was fair, he was hard working and he had a good sense of humour – something sometimes missing now in the workplace.

Mick’s success enabled him to retire in his mid fifties but it wasn’t long before he received a phone call from Xerox. They needed someone to set up a Concessionaire programme in South Africa. He and Carmel spent six months in Johannesburg – he assessed the market, recruited individuals and now a number of successful businessmen in South Africa also owe a large debt to Mick. Retirement!? – Xerox couldn’t really do without him and he did the same thing for four months in Israel before taking a real holiday in Australia for the Sydney Olympics.

We remember his inspiration in inventing the Woodsooner’s with attendant social priorities: the dinners, the cup, the fines and the lunches at the Red Lion at Offley; who can forget the Vauxhall 6’s, trips to the North and West country for social hockey, Easters spent in the Birchfield Hotel, Weston-s-Mare; relaxed village cricket at Preston and Hexton and numerous fun evenings at the Pavilion, Lucas Lane, often finishing up at Mick and Carmel’s: it was greatly enjoyable and made a big contribution to the quality of our lives.

Probably less well known is the extent to which Mick was involved with Geoff Grant and others in the development of the O'Dell land adjoining the Club and in conjunction with David Garvey (the Head) and a tight group of expert parents he was a major driving force for the very successful development of the new astro pitch at the School.

As Chairman for the past few years of The Hitchin Town Cricket Ground Limited, he dedicated himself towards achieving a pitch and much improved facilities at Lucas Lane. I think few people are aware of just how much work he put into this project over the past couple of years. His leadership in this is yet another area where he will be sorely missed.
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Now a word about Mick’s absolute top priority; Carmel, David and Samantha: Carmel and Mick are a highly successful and loving partnership – Carmel a respected schoolteacher always a source of practical advice to Mick and the rest of us – she stood beside him rather than behind. I was around when they set out together and have been around them for much of their married life and I know that Mick adored her.

Mick was immensely proud of David and Samantha: he loved them and loved being their Dad. David and Kath’s wedding last summer was a memorable and happy day, and with many guests from Australia attending along with many Blueharts, together with all of the family Whitmore, it encapsulated much of what Mick’s life was about. Mick was bursting with pride – he was so happy for David and Kath – he was bowled over by their joint speech. I know also that he took great pleasure from David living and working in Australia. Samantha’s reading with sign language to David during the wedding was a highpoint: it was an emotional moment and Mick’s pride in Sam including her career with Xerox is evident to all of us.

Mick has been a mate and a cobber, team player, leader, manager, companion and a true friend of Australia. He was a top class international sportsman and a respected leader of the Blueharts where over the years he served with distinction in many positions from Club Captain to President. He had a distinguished career with Xerox holding down an important and demanding job, and leading his team to turn in outstanding results. He was never one to blow his own trumpet and succeeded in maintaining a balance between family, his lifestyle priorities, and the demands of sport and business. In retirement he continued to make a significant contribution to our community and social life, and maintained an active interest in local sport. He remained at the centre of things, helping others and organizing right to the end – his work with the Cricket Ground Ltd, keeping us all in contact on the Shags’ network and visiting those of us in hospital or sick at home. He set a peerless example and we have all been touched by his communication, his warmth, sense of humour, charm and hospitality. He was a devoted brother to Gill but above all he is Carmel’s soul mate: David and Samantha’s loving father.

Frank Capra wrote, “Each man’s life touches so many other lives, and when he isn’t around he leaves an awful hole, doesn’t he?” I know that everyone who knew Mick will always feel this awfully big hole: he was quite simply the best.

I’d like to share this piece because I can feel that it expresses what Mick would want:

You can shed tears that he is gone 
or you can smile because he has lived.

You can close your eyes and pray that he'll come back 
or you can open your eyes and see all he has left.

Your heart can be empty because you can't see him 
or you can be full of the love you shared.

You can turn your back on tomorrow and live yesterday 
or you can be happy for tomorrow because of yesterday.
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You can remember him and only that he's gone 
or you can cherish his memory and let it live on.

You can cry and close your mind, be empty and turn your back 
or you can do what Mick would want: smile, open your eyes LOVE and go on.

When I think of Mick, I think of happiness, courtesy, humour, leadership, endeavour, achievement, loyalty, kindness, service, modesty and love.

Michael Norris (1962)

Another great loss recently was that of John Bridges (1958), our President a year ago. Michael Moss spoke at John’s funeral service and the following is his tribute to John..

JOHN was known as John and also JB, Shrimp, Cock and Cocker. He was Husband, Father, Grandfather, Relative, Colleague and Friend. We were all privileged to have known JB. This life produces very few like him. We are told to love one another – probably one of the more difficult commandments to follow not so with JB.

Carol, Robert and Helen have been overwhelmed with all the letters of condolence and flowers sent to The Avenue. The superlatives about JB were many and were used repeatedly. Here are just some: Decent, considerate, courteous, gentle, moral, modest, patient, concerned, phlegmatic, gregarious, humorous, fun loving, generous, resolute, hardworking, responsible, analytical, effective, involved. No negatives with JB. What a super bloke. What a lovely man.

JB was a fun loving sociable person fortunately for us Carol matched him on that score. Partying at their place or yours was always enjoyed – many happy memories will stay with us all. Being invited to join the “woodsooners” bears testimony to this. Many a time the call went out “back to JB’s”. More than once that last person to get their drink on such occasions was the milkman on his round. Silly fun days.

Once, just once, JB invited John Will (John Wilson) and myself to his London University Chaps Club dinner – black tie, stag do. To illustrate what a decent considerate chap JB was. When the bread rolls were brought out AFTER the dinner Will and I joined the other 150 blokes in hurling the beer soaked rolls as hard as we could at any deserving enemy. Whereas JB in typical JB fashion would use the gentle basketball lob – probably a darn site more accurate than Will or I.
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JB loved school where he was always an item. Always positive and deserved, except perhaps for two very minor “boo boo’s”. One was his homework where good marks were frequently down graded because he smudged ink over his written work. This began at Wilshere Dacre and it took him until the end of the first year at the Grammar School before he learnt how to stop. The second relates to his nickname “SHRIMP”. Initially four of us gave ourselves nicknames. JB was SHRIMP, John Norris – PRAWN, Gordon Walker CAARROTT (or carrot), mine was MOOSE. We also had a call sign “WEHHURDY”.

Upon meeting one another you gave the call sign and their nicknames and they did likewise. When all of four of us met it was bedlam, typical stupid 11 year old schoolboy rubbish – we thought it was funny even though it used to get us into trouble on occasions.

Academically JB was in the top third of the class in all subjects. After getting his degree in Metallurgy at University College London, he maintained that school A-levels were more difficult than the degree.

Sports wise JB was top hole. He played first team cricket, hockey and rugby, captaining the side at rugby and here represented the school playing for Hertfordshire Schools, captaining that side on one of their three matches. At athletics he was a sprinter and held the record for the shot – this remained for a number of years until the weight of the shot was reduced! Yet another representative honour was in the shot, at the All England School Sports held in Southampton.

In his last year at school in 1958, he was a prefect and Head of his House Mattocke. Rugby was JB’s favourite sport. Whilst at school he joined Letchworth and continued playing for them whilst also playing for the University 1st XV. Bedford RFC soon heard of him and so began over 60 caps for Bedford earning the accolade of one of the finest two-handed lineout specialists seen for many years. Whilst at Bedford he also played for the full Hertfordshire side. His rugby career ended abruptly when his GP realised JB had lost a kidney whilst a baby – a huge huge wrench for JB.

Upon leaving University with a degree in Metallurgy JB decided to work for a division of P &O, inspecting ships bottoms. He traveled extensively all over the world becoming recognised as a leading authority in his subject. He wrote books on his subject and presented papers at conferences in Europe, America and the Far East. JB’s career took off once he had met Ray Flanagan of Dickermans. An offer to join Dickermans with a stake in the business was welcomed by JB. Gradually this partnership blossomed enough for Ray to retire leaving JB in control with new partner Rory Finly-Knotman. The business grew and JB was soon looking to retire carrying out consultancy work for some time afterwards. During this time JB grew to love ships – his ships – be they tankers, cruisers or naval they occupied a chunk of his reading for pleasure as well as objects of pleasure and satisfaction in their seaworthiness after the JB touch.

JB used the skills acquired in running a business to great effect in his involvement at Blueharts and his directorship at Hitchin Town Cricket Ground LTD. He was both Chairman and President at Blueharts as well as being a member of the Management Development Committee where his resolute, analytical approach was very effective. Blueharts also provided JB with his last sporting career. Captaining the Sunday B’s, in probably there most successful period both on and off the pitch.

John was a keen supporter of the School’s Old Boys Association and a member throughout his life after leaving school. In 2004 he became the President of the Association and during his year of office showed great interest and support in encouraging initiatives that would ensure a prosperous future and one that would appeal to a younger membership. His support will be greatly missed by the Association.

JB had a wonderful sense of humour – not a hearty guffaw type but more JBish – you know where he would lean slightly forward, tilting his head to one side and that wry little smile playing round his mouth with his shoulders twitching – an image of JB I shall always treasure. If anyone needed a sense of humour JB did, the sense of character and determination that JB showed through all those long years of struggle with illness showed the strength of 100 normal men. How he would have coped without Carol’s loving care and urging, only she and JB will comprehend, I don’t believe you and I will have any real idea.

FINALLY – A short verse
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What is dying?

“Imagine with me, that you are standing on the shore
A ship sails, and spreads her white sails for the ocean 
I watch until she fades from my sight

A gentle voice beside me says, 
She is gone. 
Gone? 
Gone Where? 
Gone from our sight that is all.

She is just the same as she ever was 
Just as large and able to bear her load

The diminished size and loss of sight is in one not in her

Just at that very moment the gentle voice says, She is gone. 
There are others watching her coming and other voices take up a glad shout, 
Here she comes!

T hat, Is dying.”

Michael Moss (1954)
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A letter from Phil Halliwell (1942) tells of the sad loss of A. A. J. (John) Foster (1939) on December 6 2005. Some Old Boys will remember my wife’s brother-in-law, John, who was at the School from 1936 to 1939. He died peacefully after a short illness. One of a vintage of all-rounder in the classroom and on the playing field, he was distinguished as an English scholar, a hockey player and a cricketer. He was an eloquent, versatile and creative student of our language. In his teens he wrote poetry, and in December 1938 he played a very effective Anthony in the School production of Julius Caesar.He was unerringly consistent thereafter, and close to the end of his life, although speech had become difficult, he managed to summon words of enthusiasm for the serialized dramatisation of ‘Bleak House’ on TV.

While he was Senior Prefect , his wife-to-be, Enid Bryant was a prefect, and later Head Girl, at HGGS. (She and Margaret were the daughters of Russell Bryant, who became Head Teacher at Wilshere Dacre Primary School, from which many of us went on to the Grammar School). One early event in their relationship was the unique hockey match they arranged to be played between the Girls and Boys on 1st April 1939. (Can members tell me if this was the first of such matches? – Ed) The only concessions to gender were that the boys’ backlifts were restricted to 45 degrees and they were not allowed to lift the ball above waist height.

John was a commissioned officer in the Royal Marines in World War II. He married Enid in 1943 and when the war was over they and the first of their three children moved to Oxford. Here John read English at St. Edmund Hall. On graduation he taught English at Norwich Grammar School where Jack Ball (1940) was a colleague and became a life-long friend. John then moved to the English department at Dulwich College and later became Head of English at Bedford School. There followed two Headships, the first at Katherine Lady Berkeley Grammar School at Watton-under-Edge, and the second at Lawrence Sheriff School in Rugby (where, coincidentally, Frank Tromans – later to spend most of his career teaching French at HBGS - had been a pupil).

John retired to Shaftsbury and was able to devote more time to his two main hobbies – bird watching (including regular visits to the north coast of Norfolk) and his extensive model railway collection, which he had spent most of his life building up. Readers will no doubt agree that John led a full and useful life.

Phil Halliwell (1942)

Bill Bowker  has sent me a copy of the obituary from the Telegraph of Captain George Baldwin RN Rtd. CBE, DSC and Bar who died on November 11th 2005. He remembers that George gave a staunchly patriotic speech at the Association dinner in 1994 with a strong FAA flavour and he obviously had no time for Ministers of Defence who water down the country’s ability to defend itself. (I hope to set up a new heading on the website to include a number of obituaries of well-known Old Boys.Ed.)

Committee news:

The new pavilion clock has been installed, many thanks to Les Sezler, for his help in doing this. The Association has also paid £220 to repair the tiles (over 200) on the pavilion roof and has agreed a further expenditure of £260 to put the guttering into working order.

New Members:
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Other Old Boys Kim Travis (1980) writes: ‘On leaving school I went to Cambridge to do science and ended up with an Applied Biology degree, and after a brief gap I returned to do an MSc. I then worked at Rothamsted Experimental Station for a couple of years, during which time I married. I joined ICI Agrochemicals in 1988 at their large research station in Berkshire, where I still work today (its called Syngenta now). During this time I got divorced (no children), married Claire and had two boys Jack and Christopher who are now 10 and 8. We live in Binfield, near Bracknell. In my work I have mainly done mathematical modeling of biological systems over the years, with some risk assessment too. At the moment I'm leading a pharmaceutical development project, which is new territory for me, but I'm still doing modeling and risk assessment too.

Everyone except our parents now calls Kit (younger brother) Chris. He did Engineering at Cambridge and joined the BBC. Then he joined a small company in Bristol and after a while left to develop his own pet projects (something to do with audio electronics and 3D sound processing but I cant say I understand the details). This he has been doing ever since mixed with specialist consultancy work. In 1993 he married Hil (Hilary), a friend from college who is a manager with Lloyd's Bank. They live in Wotton under Edge and have two daughters, Emma and Laura.

I'd never seen the school website - lots of good stuff. The school looks surprisingly unchanged.

School News

The School is fully subscribed with a role of over 1000 pupils and that it is also fully staffed despite the difficulty of finding appropriate teachers who can afford to live in Hitchin with its expensive housing. A production of The Wizard of OZ will be performed by members of the School on Feb 8/9/10 and new lighting has been installed in the hall to support this production.

“Book of Remembrance” remembered

Members may recall that some years ago the Association commissioned a “Book of Remembrance” to record the stories of “Old Boys” who lost their lives in the Great and Second World Wars and whose names appear on the School War Memorials.

The sales cleared the costs and the School Library was the beneficiary of the surplus. Unfortunately about two years ago the last box of books disappeared but fortunately, following enquiries made by the newly appointed Librarian Mr Pitchford, the box has been located.

The book is a handsome little volume, A5 in a blue cover with yellow lettering that would grace any bookshelf and several requests have been received for it in recent months. With the supply having dried up and a second edition being most unlikely, it is interesting to note that a copy recently changed hands in the second-hand book market for £15.
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The recent discovery means that we have a limited number of copies available to members at £4 each if collected, or £5 each inclusive of postage and packing to U.K. addresses. Should you be interested, please contact David Baines on 01462-768-205, or at dcbaines@globalnet.co.uk or at 8, West Lane, Great Offley, Hitchin, Herts, SG5 3AL. Cheques should be made payable to “Hitchin Boys’ School”.

Since the book was written, quite an amount of additional information has become available including the stories of two “Old Boys” not mentioned on the School War Memorials. Taking advantage of modern technology to the best of a septuagenarian’s ability, David has produced an up to date version on diskette (floppy disk) using XP Home and Word 2000. If you would like to make a donation of £5 or more per diskette for the benefit of the School Library made payable to “Hitchin Boys’ School”, David can provide members with a free copy to U.K. addresses.

Contact Address for HBSOBA

Communications for the Association may be sent to me at Beck Springs, Beckett End, Foulden. Thetford. Norfolk. IP26 5AF. Phone: 01366 328153 or e-mail Sheila_David@dstancombe.freeserve.co.uk Or via our website www.oldboysonline.com .

Old Boys Day April 22 2006

2.30 - 5.00pm
Five-a-side Football on the Astroturf - NO STUDS AT ALL. If you have a team or would like to play contact: -Robert MacArthur Tel 01462 433291 or e-mail biffymac@aol.com or just turn up. The Library will be open so you can look at the Archives and Photo Albums Please bring any photos you think mar be of interest. There will be facilities to scan these and display later. You can listen to, and purchase - only £5, the CD of the October reunion concert or listen to F.A.Huckle and play and sing some of the old Scout Songs or just have a chat. There will be an opportunity to have a guided tour of the school during the afternoon and before the dinner. The tours will start from the Library, or you can just wander by yourself. (Changing facilities will be available so that you can be comfortable during the afternoon and change into a suit for the evening)

6.00pm 
AGM in the School Library see separate sheet for AGENDA

6.45pm
The Bar will open in the School Library immediately after the AGM.
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7.30/45pm 
Annual Dinner in the Dining Hall

Subscriptions and DinnerTickets

• I enclose £40.00 being the full payment for a 20 year Term Membership Subscription 
• I enclose £10.00 being part payment for a 20 year Term Membership Subscription 
• I enclose £5.00 being the 2005 Subscription for an Ordinary Member 
• I enclose £……. For…….. concert CDs @ £5 • I enclose £……. For…….. Annual Dinner Tickets @ £20.00 each for members/Old Boys. ……………………………………………………………………………………..

Cheques should be made payable to HBSOBA and sent to the Hon Sec at Beck Springs, Beckett End, Foulden. Thetford. Norfolk. IP26 5AF

Name…………………………………………………………………

Address ………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………….Post Code: …………………………….

e-mail address ……………………………………………………………………………. I
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n accordance with the Terms of the Data Protection Act, I have no objection to the above information being recorded on a computer system or it’s being published in a membership list or otherwise at the Committee’s discretion. Please return to the Hon Sec.

Signed ……………………………………………….. Date ……………………………..

HITCHIN BOYS’ SCHOOL OLD BOYS’ ASSOCIATION 
(Formerly Hitchin Grammar School Old Boys’ Association)

AGENDA for the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
to be held on 
Saturday 22nd April 2006 at 6.00pm in the School Library

1. Apologies for absence.

2. Minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting
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3. Matters arising.

4. Hon. Treasurer’s Report and Adoption of accounts.

6. Hon. Secretary’s Report

7. Election of Officers and Committee Members: 
President for 2006 – A.D.W.Garvie 
President Elect: - M. A. Norris 
Vice-Presidents: D.C.Baines, T.P.Brooker, W.S.Bowker, J.C. Burges, D.Carnill, A.P.Cherry, B.I.Cook, E M Cooke, R.F.K.Corder, J.C.Coxall, C.C.Day, P.J.Day, J.Gatward, S.C.Harding, D.Highton, J.R. Mayhead, J.A.Monk, B.D.Robinson, G.H.Russell , G.L.Shaw, D.E. Simmonds, D.G.Stedman, O.J.Stedman, M.J.Steeley, N.A.Thomson, and R.T Whitmore.

• Hon. Treasurer: M. E. Hart 
• Hon. Secretary: D.E.Stancombe 
• Committee Members: 
Retiring in 2006 - M.J.Cranfield, D. G. Niven, Neil Chambers 
Retiring in 2007 – Robert Pettigrew, Andy Russell, David Hall 
Retiring in 2008 – R.J. MacArthur, M.Russell, 
Co-opted during 2005 – Stuart Halsey 
Election of members for this year – Stuart Halsey - 
Nominations from the floor

8. Re-appointment of Honorary Accountants – Messrs Watts, Knowles

9. Head teacher’s Review.
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10. Any other business

11. Close of Meeting
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